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ERRATA ______m_- 

(i) On page 3, line 17, read Tk at Zk L ihs 

(ii) On page 3, Eqn,(?2) et soq,, read 

for cot h 
i- n( z-Z1<) -7 

L ------- S -J 
(iii) In Appendix I, rend 

2 
PJ’j” 

jet coefficient = - --- 
$P Q 

L 
CL lift coefficient = m---w 

&pU;S 

J jet momentum = Pj<b J 

(iv) In Appendix II, for Cqn. (4) read 2 (A$ + bvj = 0 
d4 

(v) In Fig.%, the dimensions are s = 6”, cf = 5", f = I” and c = 6” 

(vi) In Figs.5 to IO, the velocity U should read Uo. 
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I. Introduction 

The axial flow compressor of a gas turbine engine is often 
required to operate at mass flow rates and rotational speeds well below 
those for which it was designed, Under such conditions, the front stages 
of the compressor may stall and various mechanisms may be used in order 
to delay this stalling {and the consequent surging of the compressor) to 
lower speeds. Inlet guide vanes may be used; the deflection through 
the inlet guide vanes is increased at lower rotational speeds, and the 
incidence on to the first stage rotor is reduced. Alternatively, an air 
flow greater than that delivered by the compressor may be passed through 
the front stages and the excess air bled off from some intermediate stage 
in the compressor. These two methods (variable stagger guide vanes and 
bleeding) sre often combined to give better "off-design" performance. 
Further a system for recirculating the bled air has been proposed: the 
stall of the first stage rotor may be prevented by the increase in local 
axial velocity resulting from injection of the bled air into the main 
stream ahead of the first stage. 

A range of high lift coefficients has been obtained on an 
isolated aerofoil by using a "jet flap" arrangement in which a high 
velocity jet sheet is discharged from the loner surface of the aerofoil 
into the maTin stream (Davidson, 4 956). Stratford (1956) has also 
described experiments in which the jet is blown from the upper surface 
of the aerofoil over a mechanical flap. This construction, a "blown flap", 
has the advantage that the jet discharge angle is easily altered; the 
mech.anical flap angle may be &anged quickly and the jet follows the flap 
up to large flap angles. 

The present investigation was made to study the performance of 
a cascade of inlet guide vanes fitted with blown flaps. In an axial flow 
compressor, the air discharged over such blown flaps might come from the 
recirculated bled air. The deflection through the guide vanes would be 
determined by the momentum flux of the jet and such a system would combine 
the advantages of "recirculation bleed" and variable stagger guide vanes 
without the mechanical complications of variable stagger. 

A series of experiments with a cascade of uncambered blades 
fitted with blown flaps is reported. The flap angle was varied from '15' 
to 60~ and a range of jet coefficients, Cj, of 0.0 to 0.4 was used. 
With this range of jet coefficient s a maximum variation in the deflection, 
e, of 13.5” was obtained at a flap angle of 45’. If variations of this 
magnitude can be obtained without adversely affecting the operation of the 
compressor at design conditions then equipping the inlet guide vanes with 
either "blown flaps" or "jet flaps" might be worthwhile. 
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An analytical method is presented for estimating the 
performance of a cascade of blades fitted with "blown fla$" and fair 
agreement with the experimental behaviour is obtained when the cascade 
is unstalled. 

2. Linearised Analysis 

Linearised analyses of the flow past an isolated aerofoil with 
a jet flap have been given by Spence (1953) and Ross and Davies (1957). 
S-pence (1958) has since given an analysis for on aerofoil fitted with a 
blown flap. In the linearised analysis given below for a cascade of 
aerofoils fitted with blown flaps, the blades and jets are replaced by 
vortex sheets. TVJO vortex sheets (Fig.da) replace the thin parallel 
sided jet, and have the prorert y of transmitting the jet. 

and (b). 
A mathematical model of the cascade flow is shown in Figs.?(a) 
Davidson (1956), p S cnce (1956) and Boss and Davies (1957) have 

described how the curvature of the jet will rcquirc a pressure difference 
across it; if the strengths of the vortex sheets separating the jet from 
the mainstream, or from the blade, (as at A in Pig,la) are yi and Ya 
per unit length, then for the flow downstream from the blade, 

J cos 8 
Y, + Y2 = ------- 

pUoR 

dO 
1 = 7 cjs u. cos 0 -- . 

d< 

On the blade at A 

Yi + Y2 = u1 

where U1 is the local free stream velocity. 

. ..(I) 

. ..(2) 

l .  .  (3) 

If the flow follows the flap, the strength of the vortex 
sheet representing the blade and the jet flow over the blade will be the 
same as when tne jet is discharged from the trailing edge in the 
direction of the flap, 

If the vortex sheets representing the jets are replaced by 
discrete vortices, then from integration of equation (2) 

where 

l?k = -&C j" U,(Sill On - sin 311-q) 

rk = s ,“” (Y, + Y,)dE. 
n-1 

l ** (5) 

The total circulation around the jet can be obtained by 
integrating equation (2) along the length of the jet to give, 

I.7 jct = & cj3 u,(sin 7 - sin e). . . . (6) 

(This equation can also be obtained directly by relating tne "lift" on 
the jet to its change of momentum in the y direction.) 

If at the trailing edge, the pressure is the same on both sides 
of the jet, (i.e., there is no curvature of the jet), then the lift per 
unit length experienced by the aerofoil is, 

L/ 



L = PU, raerofoil + J sin 7 .  .  l (7) 

= PU, (r aerofoil + T I CjS U. sin T) . . . (74 

where raerofoil is the total circulation around the aerofoil. 

Substituting for ($ cjs U, sin T) from equation (6) 

L = PU,@ aerofoil + I’j,t $ $ CjS U. Sin e) . . . (8) 

= PUo(T total + - L CjS U, sin e). . . . ($a) 

If the momentum flux through the control surface shown in 
Pig.2a is now considered, then 

L = pu"o s tan e + J sin e . ..(9) 

= PUo(Uo S tan e f 3 CjS U, Sin e) . ..(9a> 

or : (2 t cL = C ane+c j sin e). 

Comparing equations (8a) and (9a) 

. . . (IO) 

. ..(W 

which relates the final air angle to the total circulation around 
aerofoil and jet. 

If the aerofoils and jets are now represented by a number of 
columns of discrete vortices, r,, at Z 2 ihs where h = 0, I, 2 . . . . , 
then the conjugate complex velocity is given by 

w = u - iv = U. c ii Irk (I + cot h ~~~;~~~] ) . ..(12) 

where U. is the uniform velocity far upstream. 

From this equation, the direction of flow far downstream 
from the cascade is 

zrk 
tan e = --- 

s”O 

which is in agreement with equation (11). 

If, as in Fig.za, the aerofoil and jet are replaced by eight 
discrete vortices, then we have the following set of equations for the 
flow field, 

un' 
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% - ivn = u, + AJk[, +. cot h ('!"'")] 

1 
for all values of n, with the conditions 

vn = 0, for n = 1, 2, 3 

vn = -UntanT,forn = 4 

l?k = 5 CjS Uo(sin On - sin en-,) 

forn = 5, 6, 7, 8 

tanen = 
Cvn) 
----, for all n. 
(%I) 

I-% 
tan e = --- 

z sue 1 
'k 

and e = Q. A 

’ (A) 

A numerical solution of these equations has not yet been obtained for 
the case when the flap angle is large. When the flap angle is small, 
the vortices in the jet can be approximated by vortices on the x axis 
and the conditions of equations (A) may be applied at the corresponding 
points on the x axis. The flow at these points is then parallel to the 
jet and equations (A) reduce to 

un - ivn = u. + 2. . f-rk [1 + cot h (:!k;:g!)-j 
2s71 

for all values of n, with the conditions 

vn = 0, for n = 1, 2, 3 

v, = -UOr,forn = 4 
(B) 

rk = 2 CjS uo(en - S,-,I, for n = 5, 6, 7, 8 

vn 
en = -- for all n 

UO 

1% 
and E = me- 

> SUo -rl 
rk' J 

The numerical solution of these equations (obtained using a 
digital computer) shows that with c. 

i! 
c 0.9, the vorticity in the jet 

is small and mainly concentrated in he first of the four jet vortices. 
Since the vortioity in the jet is always of the same sign, a further 
simplification may be made in which each blade is represented by three 
vortices and the total vorticity in the jet is replaced by a single 
VO~~GX rd. For this analysis, a fixed point at a distance of I” (s/6) 
along the extrapolated flap line was chosen as the position of r,. 
(The solution is not sensitive to the position of l?,.) 
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With the sim?lc model sho:m in Pig.:(b), the analysis need 
not be restricted to very small flap angles and equations (A) are then 

un - ivn = u. -I- ;:: t$[i + cot ,(i?i$~! jj- 

for all n, with the conditions 

vn = 0,rorn = I,2 

v = n - l& t2.n T, for n = 3 
I 

I?* = ; cjs Uo(sin T - sin E) 

I *, ,~ -- 

and tan 8 = --- 
L su 

I'?:. 
0 1 

When the flap angle is small and 0 r; c. < 1.0, the values of 
E/T derived from equations (C) are about 2 to j,,gJless than the values 
obtained from equations (3). 

The performance of the two cascades described in this report, 
was estimated from this four vortex model and it was found that when 
the cascade was unstalled, there was close agreement wjCh the eaerimental 
results. 
-7 
3. Apparatus and Instlrzuneztation 

The apparatus used in these tests consisted of five major 
elements. These were the wind tunnel, the cascade with blown flaps, 
the jet air supply, the probe used for the survey of the wake and the 
associated instrumentation. The general arrangement of the apparatus 
is shown in Figs.J+(a) and (b). 

The 150 hp wind tunnel in the Cambridge University Engineering 
Laboratory (Rinoden, A 950) was used with blades of six inch chord and 
eighteen inch length. An upstream velocity of 50 f-Ljsec was used in most 
of the tests. This velocity was sufficiently low to allow jet coefficients 
of 0.4 to be obtained with the jet air supply available. A few experiments 
were made at lower tunnel speeds in order to obtain higher jet coefficients. 

&cause of the difficulty in providing large flow rates using 
air of high total pressure, it was necessary to limit the number of blades 
with blown flaps to three. This introduced non-uniformities along the 
cascade in the flow downstream. 

Since a major object of these experiments was to examine the 
performance of a csscadc with varying jet discharge angles, blown flaps 
were used rather than jet flaps. Stratford (I 956) has shown that blowing 
a jet sheet over a movable mechanical flap is an effective method of 
simulating a jet flap with a variable initial angle. The initial tests 
were made -<Jith flaps of one inch chord rind la-&r, a second series of 
testsweremade with flaps of one half inch chord. 

The problem of distributing the air supply along thz length 
of the blade to give a uniform jet sheet is discussed in Appendix II. 
Manifolds of the type described were used in the construction of the 
cascade, 

In order to measure the static pressure distributions over the 
surface of the centre blade, the blade and the one inch flap were equipped 
with pressure tappings. A total of 29 pessures were measured at a 
max-imum chord spacing of one *half inch. 

The/ 
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The air supply for the j cts was provided by two fans 
operating in series to produce a head of fifty inches of water at the 
flow rate required. The fans supplied a large settling chamber upstream 
of the manifolds. The flow in the ducts was controlled to ensure equal 
division of the air supply between the three blades. In order to 
calculate the jet coefficient, c., 

2 
pressure measurements were made at the 

entry sections to the manifolds a d the temperature in the settling chamber 
was measured. 

The pressure distributions in the wake were measured with a 
probe mounted on a mechanism to measure vertical displacement and angle 
of rotation. Tine probe was constructed from four lengths of nickel 
tubing (I.D. = 0.0735"); two of these formed the yaw meter and the 
other two were used to measure the total and static pressures. 

Several other measurements were made in order to calculate 
the tunnel velocity and flai rate. These were the total and static 
pressures measured upstrew of the cascade, the temperature of the tunnel 
flow and the <ambient prossure. 

4. - Discussion of Exp crimcntal Results 

4.1 EYeliminary experiments - 

A number of preliminary experiments were made in order to 
calibrate and determine the errors in the al?_naratus. Ti?e first was to 
find the critical Reynolds number corrcsiponding to a sudden increase in 
the total pressure loss across the cascade. Yith no jet flow and no flap 
angle, this occurred at e tunnel velocity of about 40 ft/sec. Rith jet 
flow and a .ositive flap angle, r, 

/' 
the critical velocity will be lower 

than 4-O ft sec. A tunnel velocity of 50 ft/scc ws therefore used for 
most of the tests. X few tests were carried out at lower tunnel speeds 
in order to obtain highcr values of the jet coefficient, 

A manifold, similar to those used in the cascade, was tested 
separately to determine the variation in the jet velocity with distance 
along the blade. The maximum variation was found to be about 8? and, at 
the mid span position, the jet velocity was about 3$ greater than the 
mean velocity. The value of the jet coefficient, c.~ was calculated 
from measurements made in t'no entry section to the m&ifolds. Auniform 
jet velocity wa s assumed and the calculated value may therefore differ 
slightly from the value at the mid span position, where the wake surve,ys 
were taken. 

The flow over the hinge and along the flap was examined by 
fixing a few tufts of goosedown on to the central blade and flap. The 
flap was set at 45' and the jet coefficient was varied over the range 
0.0 to 0.9. At the higher values of c., the Coanda effect was observed 
and the jet followed the flap. Under i&se conditions the mathematical 
model may be a good approximation to the flow through the cascade. 

However, at 10~ values of' cj, separation occurred and the 
jet no longer flowed along the full length of the flap. Under such 
conditions the model is no longer a good representation of the flow 
and agreement between the estimated and experimental results should not 
be expected a t low values of c.. 

J 
4.2 _Initial tests with I inch flaps 

The first series of tests T;crc made with flaps of 1 inch chord, 
the fixed chord length of the blades being 5 inches. TYe flap angle \q:-as 
varied from 'ISo to 60" and values of cj from 0.0 to 0.4 were used. 

The static pressure distribution around the central blade was 
measured and Figs. 5 and 6 show typical pressure distributions. In the 

first/ 
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first cxperimont (X.r.5) tht: jet coefficient was no-t sufficiently high 
to ermxe that the jot flcwed along tlx whole length of the flap. With 
only a small increase in th<: jet momentum this condition was obtained 
and the pressure distribution is shan in l"ig.6. The high suction peak 
of this curv~7 is caused by the jet flowing over the oblique angle formed 
by the blade and the flap. The lift coefficierit cr, was calculated by 
integrating the pressure distribution curvt!s and, 
diachnrgz~ zxially (i.e., 

&nce the jvt is 
along the x axis in Fig.l(a)), no additional 

term for the jot momentum i;: required in the calculation of the lift 
coof;'icient, 

A traverse of the wake was made at 0.3 inch behind the 
trailing edgc. The wnke surveys shown in Figs.7 and 8 oxrrospond to the 
yressure distributions given in Figs.5 and 6, In the first experiment 
(ItLg.7) the jet does not follow the flap and mixes with the mainstream. 
With a small increase in the jet coef'ficien-t a different flow pattern is 
established. The jet now follows the flap, remaining well defined as 
shown in Fi::. 8. It is only under these conditions that agreement with 
the analysis may be expected. The lift coefficient, c,2, was calculated 
from the results of tl:e wak:-? s~rrveys b;; considering tneL&omenium flux 
through the control surface shown in Ii'ig.2(b). 

The final air angle, C, carnot be measured directly and it was 
calculated by measuring the lift coefficient and then using equation (10) 
of the analysis. 

The lift coefficients, CL, and cL2.' and the corresponding 
final air angles, e1 and e2, are shown in Pigs.ll to 18, where they 
may be compared with the solutions of the linearised analysis. 

4-. 3 Second seri6x -1 oi' tests with 0.5 inch flaps 

YJith the "1 inch fla?s, there was a considerable lift with no 
jet flow, which was due to the effect ol" the unbloicn mechanical flap. The 
second series of tests was made in an attempt to reduce this effect and to 
approach more closely to the pure 'jet flap'. l'he tests were made with 
blades having a fixed chord length of 5 inches and a 0.5 inch blown 
mechanical PIa;]. 

Wth such small flaps, j?reasure tappings could not be fitted 
in the flap and the lift coefficient could only be calculated from the 
wake surveys made at 0.8 inch behind the trailing edge. Pigs. 9 and IO 
show two @pica1 walv surveys having the same jet cocff'icient, but 
different flap angles. As the flap xxp,le is increased, the jot momentum 
required to prevent separation also increases. A comparison between 
Figs. 8 and 40 show that for a given flap angle, the longer flaps require 
a lower jet coefficient in order that thz jet may follow the flap. 

The lift coefficient, CL-, and the final air angle, es, 
are shown in Pigs.19 to 24 along wi& the solutions of the linearised 
analysis for the 0.5 inch flaps, 

4.4 Tests with high jet coefficients 

Ki.th the shorter flaps set at an angle of 30°, two furtlker 
tests were made at jet coefficients of 0.65 end 0.90, and the values 
of cL2 and ea obtained are shoxn in Figs. 21 and 22. These higher 
jet coefficients could onl- J be obtained by lowering the tunnel velocity 
below the initially dotermined critical velocity fcr no jet flow and no 
flap angle. 
33 Pt/sec was 

It is probabic, however, that the lowest velocity of 
still above the critical velocity for that flap angle and 

jet flow rate. 

5./ 
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5. Discussion 

In compGarisons be+v~ecn the solutions of the linearised analysis 
and the experimental results, as shown in FiGs. 
of the apparatus should not be overlooked. 

II to 24, the limitations 
Cne of the main sources of 

discrepancy is that only three of the six blades in the cnscadr: were 
fitted with blown flaps, 
no camber. 

the other three having standard C4 profiles with 
The effect of the standard blades is to produce deviations 

from the flow field for ?an. infinite cascade with blown flaps. However, 
these deviations are probably a minimum within the vicinity of the central 
flapped blade. The close agreement between the predicted values of cI, 
And the values calculated from the pressure distributions, 
that this is correct. 

suggests 

Away from the central blade, the effect of the uncambered blades 
may be considerable. From the tests, it was 
at the mid-pit& 

found that the angle of flow 
point on one side of thr: blade was less than that at the 

corresponding point on the other side of the blade. 
15' and 30”, 

Bit]?, flap angles of 
this difference was about -1.5' or about 10;; of the angle 

measured, When the flap angle was increased to 45” or GO", the difference 
incrcascd rapidly to about $.,5' or about 207: of the angle measured. With 
differences in flow angle of this magnitude, close aigreemcnt with the 
analysis should not be expected for large flap angles. Fig.21 shows that 
with a flap angle of 30°, thl;;re is fair a,rcement with the analysis, both 

ZJp 
in the values of CL and -12 calculated from the wake surveys. . 

“Cj 

In the Lanulyois it is assumed that for all values of c: 
This J 

the 
flow at the trailing edge is in the direction of the flap. 
assumption is only valid for values of the jet coefficient greater than 
some critical value, c. say, which is dependent on the flap angle and 
the cascade geometry. $& values of c. less than c 
stalled and the values of lift coeffici-,nt and final a&? angle arc far 4 

the cascade is 

loirrer l&an the estimated values. 

The tests indicate that for a given value of c., thd range 
of flap angles for an unstallcd cascade is less Trith the ghorter flaps. 
Pig. 8 shows that with the I inch flaps set at 45' the cascade is unstalled 
with a jet coefficient of 0.2. Under the same conditions, the cascade with 
0.5 inch flaps is stalled, and remains stalled even when c. is increased 
to 0.4, A similar comparison may be made when the flap engie is 30". 

The variation of c with flap angl e for an infinite cascade 
cannot be derived from these &!?sults because the presence of the 
uncambcred blades will affect the stalling characteristics of the cascade, 

6. Conclusions 

(Ae 
Tne maximum variation of deflection with jet coefficient 

= 13.5” for 0 < c. 
!? 

< 0.4) was obtained with a flap angle of 45'. 
The maximum deflection s achieved with a ratio of jet velocity to main 
stream velocity of approximately 4.5 : 1 and a ratio of jet mass flow to 
mainstream mass flow of I : 22. The v<ariation of deflection with jet 
coefficient is less 
(GE 

if the unstallcd region alone is considered. 
= 2.5' for 0.2 < cj < 0.4). 

re'*ion is 
The obscrvcd variation of cI with Cj in this unstalled 

-<z 0.17/o. 2 = 2.85. 
sho?Js 

At large cJ, e -+ r and equation (10) 
that (dcI/dcJ) = s/c sin 7 = 0.707 in this case. 

The variation of lift cocff'icient with jet coefficient is low 
for the cascade tested because of the large lift coefficient produced by 
the mechanical flap alone (cJ = 0). A greeter variation of lift 
coefficient <and deflection with jet coefficient would be obtained with a 

PurC/ 
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pure jet flap cascade, 
be worthwhile, 

and further experiments with such a cascade would 
The absolute value of the lift coefficient is smaller 

than the values obtained with isolated aerofoils (Davidson 1956) because 
of the Qzznaller change in direction of the jet stream in the cascade. In 
the isolated aerofoils case the jet must return to thz undisturbed free 
stream direction. In cascades, the jets Lare finally parallel to the 
deflected air stream, and their changes of direction (and the associated 
jet vorticity) axe smaller. 
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Nomenclature 

A 

b 

C 

9 

c* J 

cL 

f 

J 

e 

L 

P 

R 

S 

U 

uO 

V 

w 

X 

Y 

z 

Y 

r 

I? aerofoil 

r jet 

E 

t-3 

5 

P 

9 
7 

cross sectional area of the manifold 

mean jet slot width 

total chord length (c = cf + f) 

fixed chord length 

(pj?jb) 
jet coefficieht = ------...- 

(&NJ" s) 

. . (L) 
lift coefficient = --..---- 

(&PU” s) 

flap length 

jet momentum = PjVjp 

length of blade 

lift 

pressure 

radius of curvature of the jet path 

vertical distance between the blades 

velocity component in the x direction 

uniform velocity far upstream 

velocity component in the y direction 

conjugate complex velocity = u - iv 

horizontal distance 

vertical distance 

complex variable = x + iy 

circulation per unit length (clockwise) 

circulation (clockwise) 
. 

total circulation around the aerofoil and the jet 
flowing over the aerofoil 

total circulation around the jet downstream from 
the trailing edge , 

finalairanglb 

distance measured along the jet 

density far upstream 

density in the jet 

flap angle, 
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Manifold Theory 

Horlock (1956) h as discussed the problem of flow in manifolds 
with open and closed ends. In the jet flap cascade, it is desired to 
have a constant momentum flux along the length of the jet sheet. If the 
Mach number within the manifold is small, then the air may be considered 
to be an incompressible fluid. If we neglect the effect of friction, _ 
then 

Q d 
A*--- + -- (Ape 

d5 d& 

d d 

> = 0 . ..(I) 

and --- wj) = --- (P, - PO> . ..(2) 

where p1 is the static pressure inside the manifold, p, the exhaust 
static pressure, which is constant. If 

-: (Vj) = 0 
d& 

d% then --=- = 0 from equation (2) and from equation (.1j we have 
d4 

d(A< > 
-esc-- = 0. . ..(3) 

d45 

The continuity equation is 

$ @Vi> + vjb = 0. . ..(4) 

From these equations the area variation along the length of the manifold 
(overall length L) is obtained 

..* (5) 

where A0 is the entry area. 

Dow (1950) has found experimentally that a linear variation 
in area produces a substantially uniform velocity of discharge from the 
manifold, Manifolds of this type were used in the construction of the 
cascade. With a maximum Mach number of 0.22 in the manifold, the 
frictional effects were small and a linear variation in the cross-sectional 
area was adequate. 

HBF 
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FI GS. 2a & Zb. 
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FIG. 3~. 

All velocities are a.t poinm midway 
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